


Harrison’s Landmark 20th Edition is your guide to mastering the 

complexity of modern medicine with:

The latest clinical trials results & treatment recommendations

New & updated content in general & specialty medicine

Cutting-edge pathophysiology

Support for differential diagnosis with details on causes of 

symptoms



It’s a Harrison’s year!

Publication Date: INSERT

Available in stores: INSERT

Available on AccessMedicine: from 2018

List Price: INSERT

Markets: 

 Internal Medicine

 General and Family Medicine

 Senior-level Medical Students

 Trainees in Medicine



In an increasingly complex world of 

medicine, Harrison’s 20th edition is more 

relevant than ever, with a refreshed, 

user-friendly design and cutting-edge new 

content that reflects the latest foundational, 

bioscientific, and clinical insights across the 

full spectrum of medicine.



Thoroughly revised content – covering new breakthroughs in clinical medicine

State-of-the-art coverage of disease mechanisms: Harrison’s focuses on 

pathophysiology with rigor, and with the goal of linking disease mechanisms to 

treatments.

New sections covering a wide range of new and emerging areas of vital 

interest to all healthcare professionals.

Frontiers in Medicine, addresses cutting-edge topics in research and medicine 

such as epigenetics, genomics and infectious disease, telomere function, and 

more.

Updated clinical guidelines, expert opinions, and treatment approaches 

provide clinicians with most up-to date guidelines and a clear blueprint for 

optimizing patient outcomes.



Fully updated “Cardinal Manifestations of Disease” explains the underlying 

physiologic, anatomical, and biochemical changes that result in the outward 

expression of signs and symptoms.

Timely new chapters – offering the very latest, definitive perspectives on must-

know topics in medical education and practice.

Optimized coverage of “The Profession of Medicine” – re-organized to focus 
on the bedrock principles of what it means to practice medicine in the 21st 

century.

Hundreds of new images and visuals, providing clinical guidance at-a-glance.



The numbers behind it

68 years in publication

6 Editors

700+ contributors 

2 volumes – even volume split 

between 1) Symptoms and 2) 

Diseases

4,200 book pages 

0 DVD with this edition! Media 

chapters now available online

1,600 illustrations

1,400 tables ranging from simple to 

very complex

200 decision tress/algorithms

More than a dozen brand new 

chapters

Several brand new Parts



Appendix



Competitor Titles Author Edition Publisher Pub Date ISBN-13 ISBN-10 Price USD
Goldman-Cecil 

Medicine, 2-Volume 

Set

Goldman, 

Lee

25th Edition Elsevier LTD, 

Oxford

May 11, 2015 9781455750177 1455750174 $199.99

Davidson's Principles 

and Practice of 

Medicine

Colledge, 

Nicki R.

22nd Edition Churchill 

Livingstone

Feb 15, 2014 9780702050350 0702030856 $85.95

Kumar and Clark's 

Clinical Medicine

Parveen 

Kumar,

Michael L 

Clark

9th Edition Elsevier LTD, 

Oxford

Sept 26, 2016 9780702066016 070206601X $90.99

Goldman's Cecil 

Expert Consult Single 

Volume

Goldman, 

Lee

24th Edition Elsevier LTD, 

Oxford

Aug 5, 2011 9781437716047 1437716040 $143.93

Oxford Textbook of 

Medicine, 3 -Vol

Warrell, 

David A.

1st Edition Oxford 

University Press

July 22, 2010 9780199204854 0199204853 $730.00 

The Merck Manual of 

Diagnosis and 

Therapy 

Robert S. 

Porter

20th Edition Merck Apr 17, 2018 9780911910421 0911910425 $79.95 



Brand new parts!

Covering a wide range of new and 

emerging areas of vital interest to all 
healthcare professionals. Addresses cutting-

edge topics in research and medicine.

Entire new Parts! These include:

Frontiers of Medicine;

Medical Consultation;

Diabetes, Obesity, and Metabolic 
Syndrome;

Gender-based Healthcare; and more



Brand new chapters!

Offers the very latest, definitive 

perspectives on must-know topics in 
medical education and practice. A large 

number of brand new chapters on critical 

topics in medicine, such as:

Pharmacogenomics;

LGBT Health;

Promoting Good Health;

Health Systems;

Approach to Medical Consultation and 

more!



Updated content on critical topics

Thoroughly revised content – covers new 

breakthroughs in clinical medicine. 
Chapters on from new Hepatitis and 

Cancer drugs to the latest in disease 

demographics and pathogenic 

mechanisms.

Deliver the latest information on disease 

mechanisms, diagnostic options, and the 

specific treatment guidance needed to 

provide optimal patient care.



New text design

A brighter, more modern and 

appealing layout.

Readers can navigate through the 

material faster.



Hundreds of new images and visuals

State of- the-art drawings, schematics, radiological images, clinical visuals, 

and microscopic depictions, which provide clinical guidance at-a-glance.



Suggested reading

Providing clinicians with most up-to-date 

guidelines and a clear blueprint for 
optimizing patient outcomes.



Thank

you


